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IPMSM Model Including Magnetic Saturation 
and Cross-Coupling  
Darko P. Marčetić, Roberto M. Varga, and Mile B. Bozić  
 
  
Abstract—This paper presents a modified IPMSM model 
suitable for use with carrier-signal-injection-based sensorless 
methods. The suggested model includes magnet saturation of 
both d- and q- axis and cross-coupling which all result in more 
accurate description of high frequency test signal propagation. 
The model is verified by comparing experimental results of a 
sensorless method based on HF test signal with simulation results 
from standard and modified model. 
 
Index Terms—IPMSM, model, HF test signal sensorless. 
NOMENCLATURE 
vd ,vq – stator d- and q- axis voltages 
id, iq  – stator d- and q- axis currents  
vdh ,vqh – stator d- and q- axis high frequency voltage  
   components 
idh, iqh  – stator d- and q- axis high frequency current  
   components 
ψd, ψq  – stator d- and q- axis fluxes ψf – permanent magnet flux 
Rs  – stator phase resistance 
Ld, Lq  – stator d- and q- axis self inductances  
Ldh,Lqh  – stator d- and q- axis incremental self 
   inductances 
Ldqh,Lqdh – stator d- and q- axis incremental mutual  
   inductances  
θr,θre – actual and estimated rotor electrical position  ωr  – actual rotor electrical angular frequency 
Te  – electromagnetic torque 
P  – number of pole pairs 
I. INTRODUCTION 
NTERIOR Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine 
(IPMSM) is used in many motor drive applications mostly 
due to its  cost, high efficiency and high torque-to-inertia ratio 
[1]. Further drive system cost reduction is only possible if 
shaft position sensor is eliminated.  The most popular methods 
for IPMSM rotor position estimation are a carrier-signal-
injection-based methods. Those methods bypass fundamental  
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BEMF limitations by injecting a HF voltage signal into the 
phase windings and by measuring the machine response 
detecting corresponding HF current. The HF signal can be 
injected as rotating carrier in the stationary reference frame 
[2], [3] or as pulsating signal into the estimated d-axis [4], [5]. 
Usage of test signal injection helps but does not fully cancel 
the methods dependence on motor parameters variation. It has 
been reported that both saturation and cross-coupling effects 
introduce load dependent rotor position error [6] – [10]. 
This paper presents improved IPMSM model that helps 
explaining motor load dependence of HF test signal based 
methods. The model includes magnet saturation of both d- and 
q- axis and cross-coupling magnetic saturation. Experimental 
results show that only suggested model modifications bring 
model results close to experimental results under the heavy 
loading conditions.  
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF IPMSM WITH AND 
WITHOUT SATURATION AND CROSS-COUPLING  
Electrical subsystem of IPMSM can be modeled using 
voltage balance equations (1), flux linkage equations (2) and 
electromagnetic torque formula (3).  
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The state space model of IPMSM is given in (4) 
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This is basic model that does not include d- and q-axis 
magnetic saturation nor cross-coupling saturation. The magnet 
saturation can be included by altering Ld and Lq parameter 
with current level using following functions.  
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Ld and Lq variation can be mapped for different current levels 
using finite-element analysis or experimental results. 
Experimental results for tested motor for Ld(id, iq) and Lq(id, iq) 
are given on the Fig 1 and Fig 2.  
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Fig. 1. Measured Lq =Lq (id, iq).  
Ld versus Iq and Id
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Fig. 2. Measured Ld =Ld (id, iq). 
 
The cross coupling magnet saturation can be also built-in in 
IPMSM model using Ldq inductance parameter  
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One way to include Ldq is to alter the state space IPMSM 
model as shown in (7) and on Fig 3.  
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Fig. 3. Modified IPMSM model with build in cross-coupling saturation – 
suitable for MATLAB/ Simulink. 
 
Cross coupling also changes with saturation and therefore Ldq 
parameter also has to vary with d- and q-axis current level. 
Measured Ldq =Ldq (id, iq) is given on the Fig 4. The data was 
collected experimentally, using approach suggested in [10]. 
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Fig. 4. Measured Ldq =Ldq (id, iq). 
 
III.  IPMSM MODEL EXCITED WITH INJECTED HF TEST 
SIGNAL AND UNDER DIFFERENT LOAD CONDITIONS 
HF test signal based methods inject high frequency voltage 
signal into the phase windings and measure the machine 
response by detecting corresponding HF current signal. The 
HF q-axis current signal is compared to d-axis HF current 
signal and rotor position error signal is created, Fig 5.  
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Fig. 5 The rotor position and speed estimation using demodulated HF current 
signal.  
 
If only HF signals are considered, the model (1) and (6) 
reduces to  
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Equation (8) is valid in rotor position reference frame θr . 
However, the DSP can see only the quantities in used 
(estimated) rotor position reference frame , θre.   
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Fig. 6. Actual dq and estimated dqe (DSP) rotating reference frames. 
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Therefore, if HF test signal vsig is injected in de–axis only (vdhe 
=vsig , vqhe =0), in the estimated rotor position reference frame 
is valid (10) 
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where 
 Lavg =(Lqh+Ldh)/2, Ldiff = (Lqh-Ldh)/2, 22ˆ dqhdiffdiff LLL +=  
)/arctan( diffdqhm LL=θ  
Solution of (10) for current de- and qe-axis components 
available in DSP (estimated position reference frame) are 
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Most of sensorless algorithms have estimated rotor position 
regulators that ultimately force iqh signal to zero. If that is the 
case, according to (11) sensorless algorithm ends up with rotor 
position error equal to:  
2
m
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Because of high dependence of relevant parameters (Ld, Lq and 
Ldq) of dc current levels in rotor position reference frame 
(Figures 1, 2, and 4) it is not easy to predict what will be the 
finally position error for giving load conditions. The only way 
to exam the nature of position error is to use modified 
simulation model which uses all inductance parameters as 
variables. Simulation results are given for no load Id= 0A, Iq= 
0A (Fig. 7) and full load conditions Id = -4.5A, Iq = 5.5A (Fig. 
8). The later pair is calculated using maximum torque per 
ampere approach.  Both figures show trajectories of 
demodulated HF error signal (Fig 5.) for standard (dashed red) 
and for modified (solid blue) IPMSM model. Figures also 
show sawtooth signal of estimated rotor position which was 
artificially moved full circle around rotor position at stand 
still.  
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Fig. 7. Demodulated HF error signal as function of rotor position error for no 
load condition – model with (solid) and without (dashed) variable parameters. 
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Fig. 8. Demodulated HF error signal as function of rotor position error for full 
load condition – model with (solid) and without (dashed) variable parameters. 
Demodulated HF error signal holds position error information 
and drives sensorless position regulator. Standard IPMSM 
model predicts almost unchanged error signal trajectory for 
full circle of position error and therefore similar behavior of 
sensorless algorithm for different load conditions. On the other 
hand, modified IPMSM model predicts completely different 
nature of position error signal when load condition changes. 
Modified IPMSM model holds the reason for error signal 
deviation, the change is driven by significant Ld, Lq and Ldq 
inductance parameter variation with position error, as shown 
on Figure 9 for full load condition.  While IdDSP and IqDSP for 
given load condition stay the same in DSP reference frame, 
the actual Id and Iq vary with actual position error signal (in 
this case full circuit) and entirely change the model behavior 
and resulting error signal.  
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Fig. 9. Trajectories of Ld, Lq and Ldq inductances for full circle of rotor 
position errors and maximum current. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The proposed IPMSM model was verified by using an 
experimental setup consisting vector controlled 1kW IPMSM 
machine, Fig. 10. The IPMSM parameters are – rated power 
Pn = 750W, with 36.5 VL-L peak BEMF at 1000 rpm, star 
connected stator, P = 4, Rs = 3.8Ω, and inductance parameters 
as given in figures 1, 2 and 4.  
Motor was kept at stand still with lock rotor bracket. The 
magnet and encoder position was preset to zero. HF test 
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signal, amplitude 0.2 A and frequency 250 Hz, was injected in 
slowly rotating estimated rotor position, DSP d-axis. Shown 
demodulated rotor position error signal is calculated using 
model at Figure 5. The data from DSP was transferred into PC 
via fast GUI interface.  
 
Fig.10. Experimental setup. 
Fig. 11. shows the demodulated error signal relatively to 
sawtooth estimated position signal. With real magnet position 
kept at zero that sawtooth is also position error signal. Dashed 
red line shows data collected for zero current condition Id=0A, 
Iq=0A and shows very close match to both IPMSM models. 
Solid blue line for full load condition (Id = -4.5A, Iq = 5.5A) 
shows complex nature of demodulated error signal. While 
originaal IPMSM model show no change with load (Fig 7.) 
modified IPMSM model (Fig 8.) shows similar output HF 
error distortion.  
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Fig. 11. Demodulated HF error signal as function of rotor position error for no 
load (dashed) and full load (solid) –experimental results. 
V. CONCLUSION 
This paper describes a modified IPMSM model that 
includes all know saturation effects. The motivation for this 
model development was HF test signal based sensorless 
instability at ultra high load condition. The modified IPMSM 
model results suggest the reason for that unwanted sensorless 
behavior. It shows large distortion of demodulated position 
error signal which can lead to 1. significant estimated position 
error (the zero crossing of error signal and actual zero position 
error differ) or 2. regulator instability, especially if error signal 
offsets from zero and losses zero-crossing. In that case 
regulator runs through actual zero position and runs to next 
available zero crossing where it settles erroneously. 
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